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Instituto de Investigación en Ciencias Biomédicas de la Universidad Ricardo Palma.
Promote research in medical students and raise scientific production in Peruvian and Latin American universities
is a priority and a necessity(1).It is an honor to share with you we recently have published in the prestigious
journal Educación Medica, by Elsevier, indexed in Scopus, the scientific article which summarizes the experience
and the successful model of the Thesis Workshop Course that is taught in the Human Medicine Faculty at Ricardo
Palma University: Promoting research in medical students and increasing scientific production in universities:
Experience of the Undergraduate Thesis Workshop Course(2).
The undergraduate thesis represents academic work with scientific rigor, considered as the first serious step of
university students in the research field, which according to the new university law 30220 in force in Peru, is an
essential requirement to obtain a university degree(2).
This published article has some essential characteristics:
• Addresses an inherent theme to Medical Education in Universities.
• Presents the University fundamental role in research and scientific production.
• Shows the success model of degree by Thesis Workshop Course in Medicine, and shares it internationally.
• Describes in a systematic way the design and application of the Thesis Degree Workshop Course and its
effectiveness in thesis production at the Faculty of Human Medicine.
• Gives presence and visibility to the Ricardo Palma University, through its Research Institute in Biomedical
sciences.
Algunas tendencias que muestran el paper son: El área clínica aparece como la mas
elegida entre los estudiantes de medicina, luego la quirúrgica y salud publica. El
promedio obtenido en mas de 450 tesis sustentadas es de 16. 17 y el promedio de
originalidad es de 11.29 %.
Some trends shown by the paper are: The clinical area appears as the most chosen
among medical students, then surgical and public health. The average obtained in
more than 450 supported theses is 16. 17 and the originality average is 11.29%.
An interesting aspect is the practical and innovative tools the Degree by Thesis
Workshop Course provides: Research project guide and template, thesis draft template,
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systematic search manual, priority matrix of national
and institutional research 2015-2021, practical sample
size calculator, consult the supported theses bank, the
Vancouver style guide, thesis support guide, crafting
template of the article derived from your thesis.
The use of information technologies is a fundamental
part of this successful model, the interactive application
of Classroom, WhatsApp groups, and the use of the
Turnitin originality reporting system in all theses,
contributed to originality and encourage academic
honesty in college students.
Promoting research in undergraduate is essential,
for several reasons. Medicine students have a role in
the research production and they must be present in
financed projects, as requested by CONCYTEC and the
URP.
The development of critical thinking, ability to
understand and evaluate publications, improvement
of written skills and teamwork and start in the scientific
data communication capacity.
All this supports their present and future attitude
of development academic. With great satisfaction
we can see how our medical students (SOCEMURP)
come occupying prominent places nationally, both
in publications as in leadership and participation.
Encourage this development is an inescapable function
of the University at all levels.
When we started the first Degree by Thesis Workshop
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Course in 2015, one of the challenges was not availability
of research teachers with experience in advising and
directing thesis.
Until the year 2018 we have completed the IV Thesis
Degree Course, it has been hard and we have grown
in teachers with experience in advising thesis and
incorporating research teachers with real experience
to transmit to future medical generations. Another
essential aspect is access to virtual databases of
scientific information and clinical decision support, The
Human Medicine Faculty at Ricardo Palma University is
registered and has access to ClinicallKey and is desirable
count with SCOPUS and ScienceDirect and Mendeley
for the teachers and students’ community.
Even so, there is a long way to go, and we are working to
have two Degree by Thesis Courses this 2019 one from
March to July and another from August to November.
The last one for the first time aimed at students who have
a semester before entering to the Medical Internship,
ideal situation for taking the Course and completing
their research towards the thesis. One main challenge
is to reach levels of publication of thesis in indexed
journals(3), closing the research circle and contributing
to the university positioning. An interesting option is
to incorporate the Thesis in an article format scientific,
as an opportunity to increase university scientific
publication(4) Generate the necessary conditions to
achieve this challenge at university is everyone's job.
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